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L1- CROP PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT

I. Multiple Choice Question (MCQ)

1. 2-4D is a
(a) Pesticides (b) Insecticides (c) Fungicides (d) Weedicides.

2. The process of loosening of the soil is called
(a) tilling (b) harvesting (c) spraying   (d) weeding

3. The agricultural instrument used for removal of weed
(a) sickle (b) khurpi (c) seed drill (d) plough

4. Compost is a
(a) manure (b) fertiliser (c) pesticide  (d) weedicide

5. The chemical substances rich in nutrients are called
(a) fertiliser (b) weedicide (c) pesticides (d) herbicides

6. The process of separation of grain from the chaff after harvesting is known as
(a) tilling (b) threshing (c) spraying (d) weeding

7. Supply of water to crops at appropriate intervals is called
(a) cultivation (b) irrigation (c) harvesting (d) sowing

8. The branch of science that deals with raising livestock for human use is
(a) agriculture (b) horticulture (c)  pisciculture  (d)  animal  husbandry

9. The practice of growing two or more dissimilar crops in the same field one after another is
(a) crop rotation     (b) tilling (c) plantation (d) weeding

10. Which of the following nutrients replenishes the soil after growing leguminous plants?
(a) Nitrogen (b) Oxygen (c) Phosphorus  (d) Potassium

11. Which of the following is used for tilling the land by cultivator?
(a) Tractor (b) Bullock (c) Buffalo (d) Horse

12. Which of the following is an important factor for the growth of crops?
(a) Temperature (b) Humidity (c) Rainfall (d) All of the above

13. The method of transferring seedlings from nursery to field is known as
(a) broadcasting (b) transplantation (c) crop rotation (d) harvesting



II. Fill in the blanks with appropriate words:

1. The economical methods of irrigation are and

2. ------------ and are used to store grains at large scale.

3. Plants of one kind grown at a one place on a large scale is called .

4. improves the texture of the soil.

5. is the process of cutting and gathering the ripened crop.

6. crops are sown in winter season.

7. Kharif crops are sown in season.

8. Products obtained from the crops are called .

9. The process of removing weeds is called .

10.  Separation of grain from chaff with the aid of wind is called

11.  Cod liver oil is rich in ______________________

12. ________ is the cutting of the mature crop manually or by machine.

13.  ______ & ________ are the 2 main cropping patterns in India.

III. Give reason:
1. Seeds are sown at an appropriate depth.
2. Grains should be dried before storing.
3. Dry neem leaves are added to the stored grains.

L8- CELL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS

I. Choose the correct option
1. The largest cell is .

a) Neuron b) Ostrich egg c) Bacterial cell d) Amoeba

2. Cell wall of plants is made up of .
a) Starch b) Lignin c) Cellulose d) Protein

3. Genes are present on .
a) Chromosomes b) Lysosomes c) Plastids d) Ribosomes

4. Which of the following is a prokaryote?
a) Hen b) Bacteria c) Human d) Amoeba

5. Which of the following organelle is present only in plant cell?
a) Ribosomes b) Vacuole c) Nucleus d) Plastids

6. The cell present in human body which can change its shape.

a) WBC b) Muscle cell c) Nerve cell d) RBC

7. The jelly like substance present between the cell membrane and nucleus.
a) Matrix b) Cytoplasm c) Nucleolus d) Mitochondria



8. The group of cells which work together to perform a particular function is called
a) organ b) organelle c) organism d) tissue

9) A long and branched animal cell
a) Muscle cell b) Epithelial cell c) nerve cell d) white blood cell

10) Cell wall is present in
a) plant cell b) bacterial cell c) animal cell d) Both a and b

11) The structural and functional unit of life.
a) organ b) organelle c) tissue d) cell

12) Part of the cell that is visible only during cell division
a) Nucleus b) nucleolus c) chromosome d) vacuole

II. Fill in the blanks
1. Green coloured plastids are called .
2. The locomotory organ in amoeba is .
3. Nucleus is separated from the cytoplasm by a membrane called .
4. All organisms begin life as a single cell which is the or .
5. ___________provides shape to the cells of plants and animals.
6. Scientist observes and studies the living cell using and .

III. Name the following
1. Two stains used to colour the parts of the cells.
2. The control centre of the cell.
3. The unit of inheritance.
4. Entire content of the cell.
5. The coloured bodies scattered in the cytoplasm of plant cells
6. Who discovered cell for the first time.

L-9 REPRODUCTION IN ANIMALS

Multiple choice questions

1. The type of asexual reproduction in amoeba:
a) fragmentation b) budding c) binary fission d) spore formation.

2. External fertilisation and external development takes place in.

a) hen b) frog c) elephant d) human beings

3. When the embryo can be identified with body parts, it is known as

a) zygote b) foetus c) infant d) egg

4. Which of the following is/are paired structures in Human Reproductive System?

a) Ovary b) Testis      c) Fallopian tube d) All of these

5. Type of asexual reproduction in Hydra is

a) binary fission b) fragmentation c) budding d) regeneration



6. The scientist who performed cloning of an animal for the first time.

a) Alexander Fleming b) Ian Wilmut c) William Beaumont d) Isaac newton

7. The number of nuclei present in a zygote is:

a) none b) one c) two d) four

8. In human beings, after fertilisation, the structure which gets embedded in the wall of uterus is

a) ovum b) embryo c) foetus d) zygote

9. Aquatic animals in which fertilisation occurs in water are said to be:

a) viviparous without fertilisation b) oviparous with external fertilisation.

c) viviparous with internal fertilisation d) oviparous with internal fertilisation.

10. In human beings, the correct sequence of events during reproduction is

a) gamete formation, fertilisation, zygote, embryo

b) embryo, zygote, fertilisation, gamete formation

c) fertilisation, gamete formation, embryo, zygote

d) gamete formation, fertilisation, embryo, zygote

11. Where does the fusion of male and female gametes generally take place?

a) Fallopian tube b) Ovary c) Uterus d) Zygote

12. The type of asexual reproduction in amoeba:
a) fragmentation b) budding c) binary fission d) spore formation.

13. Dolly the Sheep was cloned from which type of differentiated adult cell?
a) Skin cell b) Mammary gland cell c) Blood cell d) Kidney cell

14. During Binary fission
a) Nucleus divides 1st then Cytoplasm b) Cytoplasm divides 1st then Nucleus
c) Nucleus and cytoplasm divide together d) No such relationship

Name the following:

1. The two modes by which animals reproduce.
2. The male gametes.
3. The female gametes.
4. Fertilized egg.
5. Animals which lay eggs.
6. Animals which give birth to young ones.
7. The process of transformation of larva into an adult through drastic changes.
8. The first cloned mammal.
9. The bulges observed on the sides of the body of hydra.
10. Another name of oviduct.

III. Fill in the blanks:



1. Reproduction resulting from the fusion of male and female gametes is called .
2. The male reproductive organs include , , & .
3. The female reproductive organs are , , & .
4. The fusion of egg and sperm is called --.
5. egg is the largest.
6. Zygote divides repeatedly to give rise to an .
7. Fertilization that takes place inside the female body is called .
8. Different stages in the life cycle of frog are , & .
9. Babies born through IVF technique are called .
10. is essential for continuation of species.

L 11 - FORCE AND PRESSURE

I. CHOOSE THE CORRECT OPTION

1. Fluids exert pressure in
a) all directions b) sideways c) upwards d) downwards

2. A charged balloon gets attached to a wall because of
a) magnetic force b) muscular force c) frictional force d) electrostatic force

3. The ratio of force acting perpendicular to the area, on which it acts is known as
a) density b) pressure c) friction d) none of these

4. If two forces acting in opposite direction are equal , the net resultant force is
a) one b) infinite c) zero d) two

5. The same force ‘F’ acts on 4 different objects having the areas given below one by one. In which
case the pressure exerted will be the maximum?

a) 10 m2 b) 50 m2 c) 20 m2 d) 100 m2

6. When a force is applied on a body, it may change its
a) speed b) direction c) weight d) both a and b

7. Gravity is
a) Repulsive force b) Attractive force C) both a) & b) d) None

8. The pressure of water at the bottom of a well is than at the surface of the pond.
a) higher b) same c) lower d) none of these

9. A body is said to be under balanced force, when the resultant force applied on that body is
a) one b)infinite c)zero d)two

10. The repulsion of two objects could be due to
a) frictional force b) muscular force c)magnetic force d) gravitational force

II. FILL IN THE BLANKS

11. The strength of a force is usually expressed by its .



12. As the area of contact decreases, the pressure .

13. Friction always acts to the direction of applied force.

14. A force arises due to the between two objects

15. Liquids exert pressure at the same depth

16. Atmospheric pressure with height and liquid pressure with depth.

17. A rubber sucker sticks to a surface because of .

18. Walls of dams are thickened at the base to withstand .

II. IDENTIFY THE TYPE OF FORCE

1. Cars and buses are able to run on roads.
2. Force that exist between two astronauts in space.
3. Force that act from a distance and pull iron objects.
4. During dry weather clothes made of synthetic fibres stick to the skin.
5. A person pushing a trolley.
6. Force that makes all the planets to move in their own orbit.

L-12 FRICTION

I. CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER.
1. A ball is rolling in north direction, then the frictional force will act in direction.

a) north b) south c) east d) west
2. The force which opposes the relative motion between the surfaces in contact with each other.

a) muscular  force b) frictional force c) electrostatic force d) magnetic force

3. The friction that exists between a surface sliding on another surface is called :
a) rolling friction b) sliding friction c) static friction d) none of these

4. Ball bearings are used to :
a) increase friction b) decrease friction c) decrease weight d) none of these

5. The use of lubricants make the surface:
a) smooth b) rough c) very rough d) none of these

6. The force of friction depends on :
a) smoothness of a surface b) roughness of a surface
c) inclination of a surface d) all of these

7. The spring balance records:
a) work done b) pressure applied c) force applied d) none of these

8. Rolling friction comes to play when the object is :
a) rolling b) sliding c) comes to rest d) all of these



II. NAME THE FOLLOWING
1. The resistance to friction when a body rolls over the surface of another body.
2. The type of friction in rolling of suitcase fitted with wheels.
3. The type of friction in moving a heavy box from rest.
4. Friction due to fluid.

III. FILL IN THE BLANKS
1. Friction is caused by the of irregularities of two surfaces.

2. Rolling friction is than sliding friction.
3. The substances which reduce friction are called .
4. Friction can also produce _ .
5. The treaded tyres of cars, trucks etc produce better with the ground.
6. , and are applied to moving parts of a machine to reduce friction.
7. Fluid friction can be reduced by giving to bodies.

L-17 STARS AND SOLAR SYSYTEM

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS.
a) Ursa Major is also known as , &

b) Constellation that can be seen during winter in the late evenings is
c) Halley’s Comet appears after nearly every years.
d) Largest planet is .
e) Brightest planet in the sky is
f) The stars, the planets, the moon and the other objects in the sky are called
g) In 2006, adopted a new definition of a planet and found Pluto does not fit this.

II. NAME THE FOLLOWING
a) The prominent constellation that looks like letter W or M.
b) Planet nearest to sun
c) First Indian satellite.
d) Red planet.
e) Various shapes of the bright part of the moon seen during a month
f) Speed of light in air.
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